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A Steiner quadruple system of order v, denoted SQS(v), is a pair (X, a), where 
X is a set of cardinality v, and 1 is a set of 4-subsets of C (called blocks), with the 
property that any 3-subset of X is contained in a unique block. If  (X, 0) is an 
SQS(v) and (Y, C) is an SQS(w) with YE X and Cc@, we say that (Y, C) is a 
subdesign of (X, 0). Hanani has shown that an SQS(v) exists for all v  E 2 or 
4 (mod 6) and when v  E {0, 1); such integers v  are said to be admissible. A necessary 
condition for the existence of an SQS(v) with a subdesign of order w is that v  = w 
or v  > 2w. In this paper we show the existence of an explicitly computable constant 
k (independent of w) such that for all admissible v  and all admissible w with v  > kw 
there exists an SQS(v) containing a subdesign of order w. We also show that 
for any sufficiently large w we can take k = 12.54. To establish these results we 
introduce several new constructions for SQS, and we also consider the subdesign 
problem for related classes of designs. 0 1991 Academic press, h. 
1. INTR~D~JcTI~N 
This paper is concerned with the existence problem for SQS(v) with a 
subdesignoforder w. LetA,=(O,l}u{u~2:~~2or4(mod6)) denote 
the set of admissible integers. For w  E A,, we define S, to be the set of all 
orders u for which there exists an SQS(u) with a subdesign of order w. 
Define s, to be the least admissible integer vO, such that for all u EAT, 
u 2 u0 we have u E S,, if such a u0 exists; otherwise s, = co. In Section 3 we 
shall show that s, is finite for all w  E A,, and then in Section 4 we shall 
show that s, < kw for some absolute constant k. In Section 5 we improve 
the constant k. To do this we need constructions for SQS(u) with sub- 
designs. These constructions are described in Section 2, including a review 
of existing constructions as applied to the subsystem problem. Several new 
constructions are also described in Section 2, and the details of these new 
results are given in Section 6. In Section 7 we give some generalizations of 
our results and, in Section 8, pose some problems. 
* On leave from IBM-Israel. 
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To put our question into a more general context, we define a t - (u, K, A) 
design, for integers t > 0, u 2 0, 12 1, and K a set of non-negative integers, 
to be a pair (X, W), where X is a set of cardinality u, and @ is a set of 
subsets of X called blocks with the properties that 
(i) BE B * (BI E K; i.e., K is the set of block sizes, 
(ii) every t-subset of X is contained in precisely A blocks. 
An SQS(u) is just a 3 -(u, (4}, 1) design, and a Steiner triple system 
(STS(u)) is a 2- (u, (3}, 1) design. 
A three-wise balanced design is a 3 - (u, K, 1) design. In his second 
paper on 3 - (u, {4}, A) designs Hanani [7] showed the importance of 
3 - (u, {4,6}, 1) designs for the construction of SQS, and we denote such 
a design by T(u) (T for three-wise balanced). These systems have been 
studied by many authors (e.g., [2, 3]), usually under the name of 
generalized Steiner systems. Hanani showed that a T(u) exists if and only 
if u = 0 (mod 2) or u = 1, and this set of integers is denoted by AT. Our 
bounds on s, follow directly from our study of the subdesign problem for 
T(u) designs. Accordingly we define T, to be the set of all orders u for 
which there exist a T(u) with a subdesign of order w; and tw to be the 
smallest integer u0 such that for all u E A =, u > u,, we have u E T,,,, if such an 
integer exists; otherwise t, = co. 
A special kind of design T(u) can be constructed when u E 0 
(mod 6tthese are 3 - (u, (4, 6}, 1) designs with precisely u/6 blocks of 
size 6 (which form a parallel class), and all the remaining block of size 4. 
Such designs will be denoted by G(u). The existence of designs G(u) for all 
u E 0 (mod 6) was first shown by Mills [ 171 in his studies of packing and 
covering problems. 
As the cases of SQS( u) and T(u), we define A,, G, and g, for designs 
G(u) with subdesigns G(w). The subdesign problem for G(u) has been 
studied in the special case w  = 498, by Hartman, Mills, and Mullin [12]. 
Their results easily generalize to give a quadratic upper bound on g,-this 
is outlined in Section 3. 
Our main result is that s, < ku for some fixed constant k. We also give 
linear bounds on t, and g,. It has been conjectured by many authors that 
s, = 2u, and this conjecture has been proved for u < 8. Finite bounds on s, 
for u ~40 were given by Hartman [9], but to this date no proof of the 
finiteness of s, has appeared. We believe the old conjecture to be true, and 
further conjecture that t, = 2u and g, = 2~; these conjectures are true for 
u ,< 6. (Note that a very easy counting argument gives s, 2 2u, and similarly 
for t, and g,.) 
The study of the subdesign problem for SQL?(u) is a natural generaliza- 
tion of the Doyen-Wilson theorem [S] for Steiner triple systems. Doyen 
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and Wilson showed that for all u E 1 or 3 (mod 6) and w  - 1 or 3 (mod 6) 
with v = w  or u >2w + 1, there exists an SXS(o) with a subdesign of 
order w. 
2. CONSTRUCTIONS WITH SUBDESIGNS 
In this section we state the constructive results which enable us to show 
the existence of designs with subdesigns. Several of these constructions have 
appeared in the literature before, and we restate these results in a form which 
highlights the subdesign properties. The new constructions are described 
here and a detailed account of them appears in Section 6. 
When the subdesign is trivial (has 0 or 1 blocks) then Hanani’s and 
Mills’ existence theorems have the following corollaries: 
THEOREM 2.0. 
(4 S, = &\W 
&=As\{O, 1) 
s‘l= A,\{& 132) 
&=A~\{O, 1,2,4, 10, 14}={8)u{o~A,:u~16} (Hurtman [lo 
(b) T, =&\@I 
T,=A,\{O, 1) 
Tct=AT\\(O, 1,2,6) 
Cc) Ge = A,\{01 (Mills [17]). 
I) 
A basic result in the construction of designs is the replacement property 
for subdesigns. That is, given a design (X, W) with a subdesign (Y, C) and 
another design (Y, 9) on the same points, then (X, (99-C) u.9) is a 
design which contains the second subdesign. More formally 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) Zf u E S, and w E S, then u E S, (w E S, implies 
s, E S,). 
(b) Zf uE T,, and we TX then UE TX. 
(c) Zf u E G, and w E G, then u E G,. 
Other constructions for designs are recursive in nature and this naturally 
induces subsystems in the constructed design. We discuss live families of 
recursive constructions below. 
2.1. Doubling Constructions 
The well-known doubling construction for SQS described in Hanani [6]. 
Lindner and Rosa [16], and Hartman [S] has the following implications 
for the subdesign problems. 
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THEOREM 2.2. (a) For all v E A,, 2v E T,. 
(b) For all VEA,, 20~s”. 
(c) For all VEAL, ~vEG,. 
(d) If VE T, then 2vs Tzw. 
(e) I~vES,. then EVE&,,,. 
(f) If VEG, then 2v~G~~. 
There is also another doubling construction for T(v) due to Hanani [7]. 
His construction uses a T(v) to construct a T(2v - 2) for any even v. Close 
inspection of this construction gives 
THEOREM 2.3. If v E T, then (2v - 2) E T2,,- 2. 
2.2. Tripling Constructions 
The constructions described in this section are for designs of order 
30 - 2w, given an input design of order v with a subsystem of order w. The 
cases where w  = 0, 1 are rather special, and we discuss these cases first. 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) rf v E T, then 3v - 2 E T” (proved in Section 6). 
(b) Z~VES, then ~v-~ES, (Hanani [6]). 
COROLLARY 2.5. For all even v we have 3v E T,. 
Proof: By induction on the power of 2 dividing v: If v = 2 (mod 4) then 
let x = v/2 + 1 z 0 (mod 2). Therefore 3x - 2 E TX by Theorem 2.4(a), and 
so 3v=2(3x-2)-BET,,-,=,, by Theorem2.3. 
Otherwise let x= v/2 ~0 (mod 2). Then 3x~ TX by the induction 
hypothesis, and so 3v = 6x E Tzx = u by Theorem 2.2(d). 
The next result is the key to our use of T(v) for the study of S@(v). 
THEOREM 2.6 (Hanani [7]). Zf v E T, then 3v - 2 E S,,- 2 c T,,- 2. 
When w  is even then the tripling constructions due to Hanani [6] and 
Hartman [8, 111 (see also Lenz [ 141) have the following form 
THEOREM 2.7. For all even w  2 2, 
(a) Zf vET,andvz fw (mod3) then 3v-~wET,. 
(b) Zf vES, then 3v-OWES,. 
(c) IfveG, then 3v-~wEG,. 
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2.3. Quadrupling Constructions 
In his original paper, Hanani [6] proved that 40 - 6 E S, for all u E Sz. 
His construction also gives 4u - 6 E T, for all u E T2. In Section 6 we give a 
generalization of his construction which proves the following result. 
THEOREM 2.8. For all even w  we have 
(a) Zf v E T, then 40 - 3w E T,. 
(b) Zf vES, then 4v-AWES,. 
(c) Zf uEG, then 4u-~wEG,. 
Our construction also shows that if there exists a design (X, B) of order 
u with two subdesigns (Y,, C) and (Y,, 9) with Y, n Y, = 0, 1 Y,l = w, 
1 Y2/ = x, and x = u - w  or x < (u - w)/2, then there exists a design of order 
4u - 3w containing a subdesign of order 2x. In particular, when w  = 2, we 
have the following corollary to Hanani’s construction. 
THEOREM 2.9. Zf v, w  are even, with v > w  then 
(a) Zf VET, then ~v-~ET~~,. 
(b) Zf vES,. then 411-6~s~~. 
Note that w  < (u-2)/2 is no real condition since if w  = v/2 then 
4v - 6 E T, = TzW (by Theorem 2.8). 
2.4. Hextupling Constructions 
The constructions described here generalize the constructions of 
Hanani [7] and Hartman, Mills, and Mullin [12]. The result stated below 
is proved in Section 6. 
THEOREM 2.10. For all w  2 2, if v E S, v G, then 
(a) 6(u-2)+kES,(,-,)+, for k=2,4,8, or 10 and 
(b) 6(u-2)+kEG6(w-Zj+kfor k=6 or 12. 
This clearly implies 
COROLLARY 2.11. For w  > 2, if v E S, u G, then 
6(u-2)+kE Tqw--~,+k for k = 2,4, 6, 8, 10, or 12. 
2.5. The Singular Direct Product 
This construction, due to Hanani [6,7], has been rediscovered many 
times; see, for example, Aliev [ 11, Lindner and Rosa [ 163, and others. The 
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result is a consequence of Theorems 2.4 and 2.7, although it appears to 
contain these results as a special case. 
THEOREM 2.12. Zf n E S, then 
(a) Zf OET, and u= +w (mod3) then (n-l)(u--)+wE 
Tck-,)(o-w.)+w 
(b) IfoES, then (n-l)(u-w)+wES~k-r)(,-,)+,. 
(c) ZfueG,, then (n-l)(u-w)+wEG~k-l)(V--W)+n'. 
Setting n = 4, k = 2 almost gives a restatement of Theorems 2.4 and 2.7; 
however, Theorem 2.4(a) is stronger, since the restriction u = +l (mod 3) 
is not needed in that result. 
We have a number of results that combine the above theorems. We shall 
concentrate just on S: 
THEOREM 2.13. (a) Zf nESk and UES, then (3n-2)(u-w)+wE 
&3k-Z)(v- w)+w. 
(b) Suppose A is a positive integer with A E 0 or 2 (mod 6) or A = 3 
or 9 (mod 18). For any integer B and WE A,, if u= Aw + BES, then 
Au+BES,. 
Proof (a) We have 4u - 3w E S, by Theorem 2.8(b) and so the result 
follows from substituting this into Theorem 2.12(b). 
(b) For A - 0 or 2 (mod 6) take n = A + 2, k = 2 in Theorem 2.12(b) 
to obtain Au+B=Au+(u-Aw)=(A+l)(u-w)+wES,. For A=3 or 9 
(mod 18) take n = A/3 + 1, k = 1 in (a) to obtain Au + B = (A + l)(u - w) + 
WES”. 
THEOREM 2.14. (a) Zf u = 4 (mod 6) then 2u + 2 E S,. 
(b) Zf u = 2 (mod 6) then 4u + 2 ES,. 
Proof (a) Let w  = (u+2)/3 so that WE A,. Then 2w~ T,. by 
Theorem 2.2(a) and so 2u + 2 = 6w - 2 E S,,- z = v by Theorem 2.6. 
(w BY (a), 4~+2~~ and as S,, c S, by Theorems 2.2(b) and 
2.1(a), we obtain the result. 
3. FINITE EMBEDDING BOUNDS 
In this section we use the constructions given in Section 2 to show that 
s, and t, are bounded above by a polynomial in w. We shall also refer to 
the techniques of Hartman, Mills, and Mullin [ 121 to give a quadratic 
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bound on g,. We begin by showing the existence of certain classes of 
designs in T, for w  = 6, 8, 10, 18, 20, and 30. 
LEMMA 3.1. If us2 (mod8) andu>26 then UET~. 
Proof: As x = (u + 6)/4 E T4 by Theorem 2.0(b), so v = 4x - 6 E T, by 
Theorem 2.9. 
LEMMA 3.2. If II = 0 (mod 2) and u > 12 then o E T6. 
Proof. By induction on the power of 2 dividing u: If u = 2 (mod 4) 
then x = (u + 2)/2 E T4 by Theorem 2.0(b); and so u = 2x - 2 E T6 by 
Theorem 2.3. Now 12 E T6 by Theorem 2.2(a). Chouinard et al. [4] have 
shown that 16~ T6. Kreher [13] has shown that 20~ T,. For any other 
u E 0 (mod 4) we have u E T,,, c T6 by the induction hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3.3. If u - 2 (mod 6) and u > 20 then u E T,,, except possibly 
u = 32. 
Proof For a given value of v let m be the largest odd number dividing 
u. If m = 1 let w  = 64; if m = 7 let w  = 28; otherwise let w  = 2m. By delini- 
tion, if w  divides u then v = ~2~ for some value of k, so that u E T, by k 
applications of Theorem 2.2(a). 
Now as 10, 22 E T, by Theorem 2.0(a) we have 28 = 3.10 - 2 and 
64 = 3.22 -2 E T,, by Theorem 2.6. The other values of w  satisfy w  = 2 
(mod4) and w=lO or ~222. Let z=w/2+1, so that z=O (mod2) and 
2=6 or 2212. Then ZET, by Lemma3.2 and so w=22-2~T,, by 
Theorem 2.3. Therefore u E T,, c T,, by Theorem 2.1 (b). 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf u = 2 (mod 24) and u > 50 then u E T,,. 
ProojY For v = 74, of 122 we let w  = (v+ 6)/4. Then w  E T,,, by 
Lemma 3.3 and so u =4w - 6 E T,,, by Theorem 2.9(a). As 20~ T,, by 
Theorem 2.2(a) thus 50 = 4.20 - 3.10 E T,, by Theorem 2.8(a). Similarly 
50 = 4.14 - 3.2 E T,, by Theorem 2.8(a) and so 122 = 3.50 - 2.14 E T,, c T,, 
by Theorem 2.7(a). 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf u = 12 (mod 24) and u > 36 then u E T,,. 
Proof If a> 84 then let w  = v/2 so that w  E 6 (mod 12) and w  >42. 
Now let x = (w + 2)/2, so that x=4 (mod 6) and x> 22; finally let 
z = (x + 2)/3, so that z E 0 (mod 2) and z > 8. 
Now z E T4 and so x = 32 - 2 E T,, (by Theorem 2.6), w  = 2x - 2 E T,, 
(by Theorem 2.3), and u = 2w c T,, (by Theorem 2.2). 
Finally 36 E T,, by Theorem 2.2(a) and 60 = 4.18 - 3 .4 E T,, by 
Theorem 2.8, as 18 E T4. 
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LEMMA 3.6. If v = 12 (mod 24) and v 2 60 then v E T,,. 
Proof If v 2 132 then let w  = v/2 so that w  E 6 (mod 12) and w  > 66. 
Let x = (w + 2)/2, so that x = 4 (mod 6) and x > 34; finally let z = (x + 2)/3, 
so that z = 0 (mod 2) and z > 12. 
Now z E T6 (by Lemma 3.2) and so 32 - 2 =x E T,, (by Theorem 2.6) 
2x - 2 = w  E T,, (by Theorem 2.3), and 2w = v E T, c T,, (by Theorem 2.2). 
For VE {60,84,108} we note that 60=2.30~T,, and 84=4.30- 
3.12 E T,, since 30=4-12-3.6~T,, as 12~T,. Also 108=4.30- 
3.4ET3,,as POET,. 
We can now establish the finiteness of t,,, for all even w. 
THEOREM 3.7. For all even w 2 2 we have 
t < max{ 12t,,- 18, llO} 
{ 
if wEO(mod4) 
w’ max{l2t(,+,+,,,,-- 16, 120) zf w  = 2 (mod 4). 
Proof: The proof is by induction; the case w  = 2 is trivial. Assume that 
the theorem holds for all x < w. (Throughout we shall use Theorem 2.1 
without explicitly mentioning it.) 
Case 1. w  = 0 (mod 4): Let x = w/2 and v0 = t,. 
(a) If v=O(mod4) and v>2v, then v/2~T, and so VET, by 
Theorem 2.2(d). 
(b) If v=2 (mod8) and va4v,-6 then (v+6)/4ET, and so VET, 
by Theorem 2.9(a). 
(c) If v E 10 (mod 12) and v > 60, - 2 then y = (v + 2)/3 E T, by (a), 
and so v E T, E T,,, by Theorem 2.4(a). 
(d) If v E 6 (mod 24) and v 2 12v, - 18 then y = v/3 E T, by (b), and 
so v E T, E T, by Corollary 2.5. 
(e) If v E 14 or 62 (mod 72) and v 2 max{ 12v,- 34,62} then let 
y= (v+ 16)/3 so that y=2 or 10 (mod 24) and yamax{4v,-6, 26). 
Therefore y E T, A Ts by (b) and Lemma 3.1 and so v = 3y - 2 .8 E T, c T,,, 
by Theorem 2.7(a). 
(f) If v= 38 (mod 72) and v>max{ 12v,-58, llO} then let 
y= (v+40)/3 so that yz-2 (mod 24) and y>max{4v,-6, SO}. Therefore 
~ET,,,~T,, by (b) and Lemma3.4, and so v=3y-2.2O~T,cT,,, by 
Theorem 2.7(a). 
This completes Case 1, since all values of v > max{ 12t,,, - 18, llO} are 
covered by one of the subcases (a) to (f). 
Case 2. w  = 2 (mod 4), w  > 2: Let x = (w + 2)/2 and v,, = t,. 
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(a) If u~2 (mod4) and ua2u0-2 then (u+2)/2~T, and so UET,. 
by Theorem 2.3. 
(b) If u z 4 (mod 8) and u 2 4u,-4 then u/2 E T, by (a), and so 
u E T, by Theorem 2.2(a). 
(c) If u E 4 (mod 12) and u > 60, - 8 then (u + 2)/3 E T,,, by (a), and 
so u E T,, by Theorem 2.4(a). 
(d) If u G 8 (mod 24) and u > 12u, - 16 then u/2 E T, by (c), and so 
u E T,,, by Theorem 2.2(a). 
(e) If u E 24 (mod 72) and u 2 max{ 12u, - 24,24} then (o + 12)/3 E 
T, n T, by (b) and Lemma 3.2, and so u E T, by Theorem 2.7(a). 
(f) If v=O (mod72) and u>,max{12u,-48,72} then (u+36)/3~ 
T, n T,, by (b) and Lemma 3.5, and so u E T, by Theorem 2.7(a). 
(g) If 0~48 (mod 72) and uBmax{12u,-72, 120) then (u+60)/3~ 
T, n T,, by (b) and Lemma 3.6, and so u E T, by Theorem 2.7(a). 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.7 gives an explicit bound on t,, by interating from t, = 2: 
THEOREM 3.8. For all euen w > 2 we have 
We now prove that s, is finite, using a short argument based on 
Theorem 3.8. In Section 4 we give more intricate arguments and derive 
linear bounds on both t, and s,. 
LEMMA 3.9. If u s 0 (mod 4) and u > 24 then u E T,, . 
Proof: Apply the doubling construction Theorem 2.2(d) to the results 
of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.10. Zf u = 10 (mod 12) and u 2 34 then u E S14, except possibly 
u=46. 
Proof: For u = 34 = 3 .14 - 2.4 we have 34 E Si4 by Theorem 2.7(b). As 
20 E T,, and 28 E S,, by Theorem 2.2, we have 58 = 3.20 - 2 E Sz8 = 3,,0- 2 c 
S,,. For ~270 let y= (u +2)/3 so that y=O (mod 4) and ~224. Then 
y E T,, by Lemma 3.9 and so 3y - 2 E S,, = 3.,2 _ 2 G Si4 by Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 3.11. For all w-4 (mod 6) we have ~,<max{9t,,+,,,,- 10, 
146). 
Proof. Let x = (w + 2)/3 E 0 (mod 2), and u0 = t,. 
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(a) If 0~4 (mod6) and va3v,,-2 then y=(v+2)/3~T, and so 
v = 3y - 2 E S, by Theorem 2.6. 
(b) If v z 8 (mod 12) and v > 6v,-4 then v/2 ES, by (a), and so 
v E S,, c S, by Theorem 2.2(e). 
(c) Ifv=8(mod18)andu>9v0-lO,theny=(v+4)/3~S,nS,by 
(a), and so v = 3y - 2.2 E S, c S, by Theorem 2.7(b). 
(d) If v- 14 (mod 18) and u>max{9u,-22,321 then (v+ 16)/3 E 
S, n S, by (a) and Theorem 2.0(i), and so v E S, by Theorem 2.7(b). 
(e) If us2 (mod 36) and v 2 max(9v, - 34,146) then let 
y = (v + 28)/3, so that y 3 10 (mod 12) and y 2 max{ 3u, - 2, SS}. Therefore 
y E S, n S14 by (a) and Lemma 3.10, and so v E S, by Theorem 2.7(b). 
This completes the proof since all v E As are covered by one of the cases 
(a) to (e). 
The previous theorem, together with the doubling construction, now 
gives us a bound on s, for w  z 2 (mod 6): 
COROLLARY 3.12. For all w E 2 (mod 6) we have S,, E S, and hence 
s,ds2,~max{9t~2,+2,1,- 10, 146). 
The last two results together with Theorem 3.8 then yield 
COROLLARY 3.13. For all w E As we have 
s,<$$(w+ 1)4. 
We turn now to the problem of subdesigns in G-designs, the results here 
are due to the methods of Hartman, Mills, and Mullin [12] and their 
results are quoted without proof. 
We also need the notion of an H-design H(u), which is a triple (X, B, 9), 
where X is a set of points of cardinality v = 0 (mod 6). The group set 
g= {G, G2, . ..> 'X,6) is a partition of X into groups of size 6. The block set 
,$Y consists of 4-subsets of X with the properties that 
(1) BEB* )BnG,I < 1 for all i; 
(2) Every 3-subset T of X with 1 Tn Gil < 1 for all i is contained in 
a unique block. 
Hartman, Mills, and Mullin showed that there exists an H(v) for all 
v = 0 (mod 6) except v = 18, and possibly v = 9 .6, v = 27 .6, or v = 81 .6.’ 
The existence of a design N(v) implies the existence of a design G(u) as 
follows. Let F:IF;(-IF; b e a one-factorization of K6 with vertex set Gi. 
’ Mills has recently shown the existence of the design H(9 .6), and by implication H(27 ‘6) 
and H(81.6). 
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Form the block set az = ( [x, y, z, t J: [x, y] E Fj, [z, t] E F;, 1 <i < k d 
u/6, 1 <j< 5}, then (X, ~uBu~&) is a G(u). Furthermore, if the 
H-design contains a subdesign on w  points (or is missing a non-existent 
subdesign on w  = 6 .3’, i= 1, 2, 3,4 points) then the G(u) can be 
constructed, as above, to contain a subdesign G(w). Let H, be the set of 
integers u such that there exists an H(u) with a (possibly non-existent) 
H(w) subdesign, so that g, <A,,,. In the paper [ 121, several results on the 
structure of H, were obtained, the most powerful of these results is given 
below. 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose that w is a non-negative integer and q is a prime 




This theorem, together with a quantitative form of the prime number 
theorem gives us a bound on h,, and thus g,. 
COROLLARY 3.15. For all x z 0 (mod 6) we haue 
Proof: Let w  = x/6 and q1 be the smallest prime power 2 max { w  - 1,97 }. 
Using the formulae in [IS] it is easy to show that there is a prime in the 
interval [n, l.ln] for all n 2 117. This result, together with some hand 
calculations for 97 < q1 < 121, shows that for all u 2 q:--q1 + 
w(q, - 3)L(q, - 83)/2 J we have 6~ E H,. The first term of the statement of 
the result is given by setting q1 = 97, the second by setting q1 = l.l(w - 1). 
To finish this section we will construct certain subdesigns that we will 
need in Section 6. First define for i= 0, 1,2, . . . . the following table of values 
of ni and cri. 
i 0 123 4 56 78 
di 34 38 16 4 32 448 8 58 16 
n, 158 172 68 14 130 1808 28 218 56 
i 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
fJi 14 56 2 38 20 14 28 4 26 8 
nj 44 176 4 106 52 34 68 8 58 16 
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LEMMA 3.16. For i=O, l,..., 18 we have nips,,. 
ProoJ The result for i = 3, 6, 11, 16, 18 comes from Theorem 2.0. 
We know that 28, 34~ S, by Theorem 2.0 and so 56, 68 E S16 by 
Theorem 2.2(e), giving i = 2 and 8. As 10 E S, we have 26 = 2.10 + 6 E S,, 
and 58 = 2.26 + 6 E Sz6 by Theorem 2.13(b); therefore 52 = 2.26 E SzO = 2,,0 
by Theorem 2.2(e), giving i= 13, 17. As 14 ES, we have 34 = 2.14 + 6 E S,, 
and 74 = 2.34 + 6 E S,, by Theorem 2.13(b), giving i = 14. Also 68 = 2.34 E 
S,, by Theorem 2.2(e), giving i = 15. Now 28 E S14 by Theorem 2.2(b) and 
so 158 = 6(28 - 2) + 2 E Sso- 2) + z = 74 c S,, by Theorem 2.10(a), giving 
i = 0. As 38 E S4 we have 106 = 3.38 - 2.4 E Sj8 by Theorem 2.7(b), giving 
i= 12. Furthermore 130 E S32 and 226 E S56 by Theorem 2.14(b), giving 
i = 4. Applying Theorem 2.2(e) to this 3 times gives 1808 E SA4*, giving 
i=5. Now we have seen (i=6) that 28~s~ and 10~s~ and so 218= 
(28-1)(10-2)+2~S~,-,,(,,-*,+,=58 by Theorem 2.12(b), giving i= 7. 
As 14~s~ we have 38 = 3.14-2.2~s~~ and 86= 3.38 -2.14~s~~ by 
Theorem 2.7(b). Then 172 E Ss6 c SJg by Theorem 2.2(b), giving i = 1. As 
14~s~ we have 44=4.14- 3.4~ S,, by Theorem 2.8(b), and 176 = 2’. 
44 E Ss6 = *2. 14 by Theorem 2.2(e), thus giving i = 9 and 10. 
LEMMA 3.17. Zf v=O (mod 2) and vF24 then VE Tlz, except possibly 
o = 26, 38, 46. 
Proof: By imitating the proof of Case 1 in Theorem 3.7, we see that, as 
T,={v=O(mod2): v=6 or v812}, thus (us0 (mod2): 0=12 or 
v>24}\AcT,,, where A = { 26,30,38,46,54,62,78,102}. For u E G, 
with v 2 12, we have a design T(v) with two disjoint blocks of size 6; hence 
by the remarks following Theorem 2.8 we have 12, 18,24, 30 E G, which 
implies 30, 54, 78, 102 E Tlz. Finally, 32 E T16 by Theorem 2.2(a), and so 
62 = 2.32 - 2 E T,,= 2,,6P 2 c T,, by Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 3.18. (a) Zf v - 4 (mod 6) and u > 68 then UE Sj4, except 
possibly VEA= (76). 
(b) Zf VG 2 (mod 6) and u> 68 then veSs4, except possibly 
VEB= (80, 92, 104, 110, 116, 122, 128, 146, 152). 
Proof: (a) By applying Theorem 2.6 to Lemma 3.17, we see that all 
such v lie in S34, with the possible exceptions of 112 and 136. But 136~ 
Sss c S34 by Theorem 2.2(b) and, as 34 E Ss, we have 112 = 4.34 - 3.8 E S34 
by Theorem 2.8(b). 
(b) We now apply to the values in (a), the steps (b) to (e) of the 
proof of Theorem 3.11. Carefully using this algorithm one obtains that for 
all the values of v in the hypothesis, except perhaps for 134, 158, 170, 212, 
and 224 we have v E S34. But 212 E S,& c S,, and 224 E S,,z c S+, by 
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Theorem 2.2(b). 158 E S,, was shown (i = 0) in Lemma 3.16. As 68 E S34 we 
have 170 = 4.68 - 3.34 E S,, c S+, by Theorem 2.8(b). The fact that 
134 E Ss4 is proved in Section 6, see Theorem 6.3. 
4. LINEAR BOUNDS 
In this section we shall find linear upper bounds for s,, t,, and g,. The 
values of the constants involved will be improved considerably in Section 5, 
where we shall only be concerned with “large” values of x. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exist constants c,, cI, and cg such that 
(a) Z~XEA, then s,<c,x. 
(b) Z~XEA, then g,6cgx. 
(c) Zf x E AT then t, < c,x. 
In particular we may take c, = 102’, cg = 1015, and c, = 3.102’. 
Actually (c) is derived from (a) and (b) by the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that there exist constants c > 0 and x0 such that if 
x2x, and (a) if XE A, then s,<cx; (b) if XEA, then g,<cx. Then 
t, < 3cx for all x E A, with x 2 x0. 
Proof If x E A, the S, c T, and, as 3x E T,, by Corollary 2.5, we have 
G,, c T,, c TX. Thus S, u GXx c T, and so t, < max(s,, gJx} < 3cx. 
If x E A, then G, c TX and, as 3x - 2 E T,., by Theorem 2.4(a), we have 
S 3r-2~T3rr-2~Tx. Thus G,uS~,-~CT, and SO t.r~max{g,,s3,-2}< 
3cx. 
If we take x0 = 0 and c = max{ cg, c,} in Theorem 4.1, by Lemma 4.2, we 
see that c, < 3c. 
In what follows we shall let R stand for G or S and similarly rX, AR, etc. 
We define 6, = 12 and b, = 9 and we fix a E A, so that a 2 6b, + 2. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we will need a series of technical lemmas. 
(Actually Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6 are really two lemmas each, one for 
R=S the other for R=G.) 
Let N=N,R=max((a-l)r,-(a-2)x:xEAR,0<xX6a-6). 
LEMMA 4.3, For any x > N there exist integers u and y with u ~0 
(mod 6) u < x/(a - 1) and y 3 x (mod 2u) such that 
{z+J x:z=yory+2U(mod6u) 
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Proof: Let w  be the least non-negative residue of x (mod 60 - 6) and let 
u = (x - W)/(CJ - l), which is divisible by 6. Let y = u + w  = (x + (a - 2)w)/ 
(a - 1) so that, by the definition of JV, we have y > r,. 
Therefore whenever n E S, we obtain (n - 1 )u + w  E R, by Theorem 2.12. 
So by taking those n > s, with n = 2 or 4 (mod 6) we obtain 
{z2(fj$)x-(~) w:z=u+wor3u+w(mod6u) 
Now s, > 2a so that (s, - ~)/(a - 1) > 0 and 
x=(0--l)u+w=u+wor3u+w (mod 6~) 
=u+w=y (mod 2~). 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that x, YE A, and n and d are integers with d 
divisible by 6, such that (van: VE y or y+2d(mod6d)}cRx. I~~EA, 
and r,<n for each WEA, with w<6d then (z>3n: ZEA, and 
z = y (mod m,)} c R,, where m, = 4 and m, = 12. 
Proof: Note that 3y = y (mod m,). It is a matter of elementary number 
theory to prove that any integer z 2 3n with z z y (mod m,) and z E A, can 
be written in the form z= 3v-2w, where van, 0~ w<6d, WE A, and 
v = y or y + 2d (mod 6d). But then van > rW by hypothesis, so that 
z = 3v - 2w E R,( t R,) by Theorem 2.7. 
LEMMA 4.5. If x E A, then x, 3x - 2 E S, and are congruent to 0 and 2 
(mod 4). 
Zf XEA, then 4x and 4x-18~G,, and are congruent to 0 and 6 
(mod 12). 
Proof: The result follows from Theorems 2.4(b), 2.2(c), and 2.8(c) with 
w  = 6. 
LEMMA 4.6. For any x E A, with x > N let 
and I=max (31, b,(s)}. 
Then rx =Z lx. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.3 there exist integers u and y, with u < x/(a - 1 ), 
u = 0 (mod 6) and y E x (mod 2u), for which 
I 
za-x:z= yor y+2u(mod6u) 
br 
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where y, =x, yz= 3x-2, ur = U, u2= 3u, for XE A,, and y, =4x, 
y,=4x-18, u3=uq=4u for XEA,. 
If w  < 6ui then w  < 2b,x/(a - 1) so that rw < Ax. By applying Lemma 4.4 
with d = ui and n = 1x/3 we obtain 
Ci = (z > lx: z E A, and z = yi (mod m,)} c R,. 
Taking the union of the Ci in each case gives the result by Lemma 4.5. 
We now can proceed to the 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For R = S or G let 1, = max { r,/w ; w  d N, 
WEA,) and c,=max(3&, b,((s,- l)/(o-- l))}. We shall prove that 
rx < c,x for all XE A,, by induction on x. For x< N we have 
rX d 2,x < c,x. Suppose that x > N and that the result holds for each y < x. 
Then, in Lemma 4.6 we have 
and so r, 6 c,x. 
By taking (T = 56 and 74 for R = S and G, respectively, and by using the 
bounds in Corollaries 3.13 and 3.15, we obtain the upper on c, and cg. The 
bound for c, follows from Lemma 4.2. 
5. BETTER LINEAR BOUNDS 
Throughout this section let K = 4 + fix 7.1623. Our main result is 
THEOREM 5.1. For all 6 > 0 there exists a constant x8 such that $x 2 x6 
then 
(a) If VE As and v > (K + 6)x then VE S,, except possibly when 
VE [12x-52, (‘K+~)x], with vfx(mod6). 
(b) If ue& and v 2 (K + 6)x then v E G,, except possibly when 
VE [12x- 144, (q~+B)x], with vfx (mod 18). 
We thus have 
COROLLARY 5.2. For all 6 >O there exists a constant x6 such that if 
x2x, then 
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(a) Z~-XEA, then s,<(~K+~)x. 
(b) Z~XEA, then g,<(irc+6)x. 
(c) ZfxeA, then ~.<(YK+~)x. 
(N.B. (c) foZ1ow.s from (a) and (b) by Lemma 4.2). 
We define S,X={u~S,:uz~ (mod6)) and G,={uEG,: DX 
(mod 18)). Define S, to be the least integer uO such that for all u 2 uO with 
u=x (mod6) we have UES,; similarly define g,. We again take R = S or 
G throughout the section. 
COROLLARY 5.3. For all 6 > 0 there exists xg such that fX ,< (K + 6)x for 
each XEA, with x>xs. 
The proofs of these results come from the following technical result: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Fix E > 0. Suppose that (a) fX< kx or (b) rX < kx, 
for all XEA, with x2x,, and nES, where (a)3ln--a or (6)9jn-o. 
There exists x1 such that for all x E A, with x 2 xl, and for all 
UE [(4-3/k)((n- l)/(a- 1)x, (4((n- 1)/(0- 1)-&)x] with (a)uEAR or 
(b) u E x (mod 6) (if R - S), u E x (mod 18) (if R = G), we have u E R,. 
We postpone the proof until the end of the section. From Proposi- 
tion 5.4(a) we immediately derive 
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that fX < kx for all XE A, with x2x,, and 
n E S,, where 3 i n - o and k < 4((n - 1 )/(o - 1)). Then rX < k’x for all 
XEA, with x2x,, where k’=(4-3/k)((n-l)/(a-1)(<4((n-l)/ 
(a-1))-$). 
From Corollary 5.5 together with Theorems 4.1 and 3.18(b) we have 
LEMMA 5.6. We have rX < kx for all x E A, with x > x0, where 
-a< 18.29. 
Proof: Let m be the smallest element of S,, with m = 2 (mod 6) for 
which there exists x0 such that rX < (4((m - 1)/33) - $)x for all x 2 x0 with 
x E A,. By Theorem 4.1 we know that such a value of m exists (just choose 
m so that cR < 4((m - 1)/33) - i) and we claim that m < 158, which would 
establish the result. If m > 158 then let n = m - 6 so that n E S,, by 
Theorem 3.18. Therefore, as k( = 4( (m - 1 )/( c - 1)) - i) is less than 
4((n - l)/(a - l)), we have rX < k’x, where k’ = 4((n - l)/(a - 1)) - a, for x 
sufficiently large, by Corollary 5.5, giving a contradiction. 
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LEMMA 5.7. We have rX ,< 13.21x for all x E A, with x B x0. 
Proof. Define ni and oi for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 8 as in Lemma 3.16, and let 
.= 2’. 16 for each j > 0. Note that each niE S by 
~m~a2;:l?‘a$‘by Theorem 2.2(d). Define k0 = 4((n0 - l)/(oo - 1 ij - i 
and ki=(4-3/k,-,)((a,-1)/(0,-l)) for each i>l. We shall prove by 
induction on i>O that, for some xi, we have r,< kix for all XE A, with 
x >/ xi. For i = 0 this comes from Lemma 5.6. If the result is true for i then 
it follows for i+ 1 by an immediate application of Corollary 5.5, with 
k=k,, k’=kicl, n=ni+l, (r=oi+,. 
Now lim,, o. ki is seen to be the solution r of the equation 
(4-3/t)y=r as lim,,,(ni-l)/(a,_,) exists and equals y. Thus 
t* - 142 + p= 0 so that r = (14 + m)/2, and the result follows as 
(14+m)/2< 13.21. 
With this preparation we can now give the 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For i= 9, . . . . 18 define n, and rri as in 
Lemma3.16. For all j>O let n,,+j=24+i and ~,~+~=2~+~ and let 
k,= 13.21, kj=(4-3/k,-,)((n,- l)/(a,- 1)) for all i>,9. We claim that 
for each i> 8, Y, Q kix for sufficiently large x, and that A, n 
[kix, (4((ni- l)/(cri-l))--&)~]~Rx, for each i> 11, which we shall 
prove by induction on i. For i = 8 this statement is weaker than Lemma 5.7 
and so follows immediately. Now fix k = k, in Proposition 5.4(b) and take 
n = ni, r~ = oi. This gives the result for i = 9 and 10. Taking k = ki- 1, n = ni, 
0 = oi in Proposition 5.4(a), for i= 11, 12,... gives the result for i+ 1 
immediately. Now K = lim, _ oc ki exists and is the solution of 
(4 - 3/k-)2 = K; i.e., K* - 8~ + 6 = 0; i.e., rc = 4 + fi. Thus Corollary 5.3 
follows immediately. 
If we take the union of the intervals above for i= 11, 12, . . . we see that 
we have proved that [(K+ 6)x, (12 --E)x] n A,c R, for x sufficiently 
large. 
Now we define ni = 56.2’, oi = 16.2’ for each i > 0. Taking k = K + 6120 
in Proposition 5.4(a) gives us that rr $ k’x, where k’ = limi, ,(4 - 3/k) 
((ni - 1)/(0,- 1)) = (4 - 3/k)(y) > $K + 6/2. This completes the proof of 
Corollary 5.2. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 we need only show that for some 
fixed E > 0, [(12 - E)X, 12x - t,] n A,c R,, for all sufficiently large x, 
where t,= 53 and t, = 145. The proof here will give the “flavour” of the 
difficult proof for Proposition 5.4. If R = S let B = (3x - 2, 3x - 4, 3x - 8, 
3x-16) and if R=G let B={3x-12, 3x-24, 3x-36). By 
Theorems 2.4(b) and 2.7 we have B c R,, for sufficiently large x. By 
Lemma 5.7 we know that if z E A, and z <x/14 then x E R,, and so B c Rz. 
Thus by Theorem 2.8, 46 - 32 E R, c R, for each such b E B and z, and by 
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elementary number theory it is easy to show that this gives all the numbers 
in the interval required. 
Proof of Proposition 5.4. We choose x > x, (i.e., sufficiently large, which 
we shall specify as we go along). 







for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 24. 
Now, as each wi < %(a - 1 ), we have ui E R,, (as ui increases with x) for 
x sufficiently large (i.e., x2x,) by Theorem 4.1, provided that vi, w,E’A,. 
Then Ui E R, by Theorem 2.12. 
We define the set B as follows: 
If R=S and x=a (mod6) then (a) B=(ao,a3,u6,a,,a,,a,j, 
(b) B = (a,, ~1). 
If R=S and xfa (mod6) then (a) B= {u,,u3,u6,u2,a5,us}, 
(b) B = (at,, 4. 
If R=G then (a)B= {u,,u,,u,, . . . . a,,>, (b)B= (uO}. 
Now suppose, for a given b E B, we have z < b/k with z E A, (and, in (a), 
z = b (mod 6) if R = S; z = b (mod 18) if R = G). We choose xi sufficiently 
large so that for any such z, the hypothesis tells us that (a) b E R,, 
(b) b E RI. Then, by Theorem 2.8, 4b - 32 E R, t R,. 
Now, just as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is simply a matter of elemen- 
tary number theory to show that any v in the range [(4 - 3/k)u,, 4a,,] 
with UEA~ (and, in (b)u=x (mod6) if R=S; UEX (mod 18) if R=G) 
can be written in the form 46 - 32 for some b E B and such a value of z. 
Finally note that as, 





n-l n-l -- 
u24 - a-l X-n~w~-48(n-a)>- a- 1 x-54(n-a) 
the result follows. 
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We finish this section by noting the following 
LEMMA 5.8. If n E S,, where 3 i n - d and 
16-4,/%(%3.35) n-1 >_l>;(4+JE)(%3.13349) 
then s,s(K+~)x, g,<(lc+d)x and t,<(3~+6)x for each sufficientfy 
large XE A,, A,, A,, respectively. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 4.2 we see that it is sufficient to 
show that if v~[12x-144, (%~+6)x]nA, (where R=G or S) then 
v E R,. By Proposition 5.4(a) this follows immediately for n and 0 in the 
range above, as we may take k = K + 6 by Corollary 5.3. 
A good example of such an n and e would be n = 64, CJ = 20. 
6. CONSTRUCTIONS IN DETAIL 
This section consists of detailed proofs of the results quoted in Section 2, 
which have not appeared elsewhere. In particular we give proofs of 
Theorems 2.4(a), 2.8, and 2.10. 
6.1. A Tripling Construction 
We show that if there exists a T(v) then there exists a T(3v - 2) contain- 
ing a subdesign on v points. Let (Xv {A}, W) be a T(v). We shall con- 
struct a T(3v - 2) with point set (Xx 2,)~ {cc}, containing a subdesign 
with point set (Xx (0))~ {co}, . isomorphic to the input design. 
For each block of size 4, [A, x, y, z] E a which contains A we construct 
an SQS(l0) with point set ((x, y, z} x Z,) u {co}, in such a way that 
cxo, Xl, x2, CQICYO, Yl, Y2, TIC zo, zl, z2, co] and [x0, yo, zo, a] are all 
blocks of the new design. This is easily achieved, since the unique SQS(l0) 
has this configuration through any of its points. 
For each block of size 6, [A, x, y, z, w, t] E &# which contains A we 
construct the T(16) due to Chouinard et al. [4] on the point set 
({x, y,z, t, w} xZ,)u {co}, in such a way that 
and 
cc03 x0, Xl? X2lCQ Yet Yl5 Y,l*.. C% wo, Wl? w21 
cm, x0, Yo, zo, to, wol 
are all blocks of the new design. It is easily verified that the design in 
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question has such a subconfiguration. (Note that blocks of the form 
[co, x,,, x,, XJ are not to be repeated in the final design). 
For each block of size 4 [x, y, z, t] E .cB not containing A, we construct 
the blocks [xi, yj, zk, m t 1: i+j+k+m=O (mod3) i,j,k,mEZ3. (This 
clearly contains the block [x,, y,, zO, to].) 
For each block of size 6, [x, y, z, U, I, w] EB, not containing A, we con- 
struct the 18 point configuration on {x, y, z, U, t, w} x Z, given below. A 
concise description of the configuration is obtained by using the point set 
Zl,U {% ~12 co,}, then identifying xi with co,, yi with 5i, zi with 
5i + 3, . . . . and wi with 5i+ 12. Let G be the cyclic group generated by the 
permutation a(j)=j+ 1 (mod 15), a(co,)= CO,+,(,,,~~~) and consider the 
G-orbits of the following blocks: 
Cq,, 0, 3, 6, 9, 121 
Cq,, 0, 1, 234, 81 
cc% 097, 131 
C%, 0, 11, 141 
[7, 11, 13, 141. 
After the identification we see that [x,,, y,, zO, uO, to, w,] is indeed in 
the block set, and the subdesign on Xx (0) has been preserved. To satisfy 
oneself that the entire configuration is in fact a T(3u - 2) requires verifying 
that every 3-subset has been included in precisely one block. This construc- 
tion is a variant of Hanani’s Proposition 8 from [7]. 
6.2. The Quadrupling Construction 
In this section we shall prove that if there exists a three-wise balanced 
design on an even number of points, v, with a block (or subdesign) of even 
size w, then there exists a design on 40 - 3w points with blocks of size 4, 
and the other blocksizes from the original design. The new design contains 
four copies of the old design which intersect in a common block (sub- 
design). 
Let u-w=2f and let w=2s. Let X=Zvu{~O,co ,,..., OOZE-,)= 
Z, v B, and let S@ be the block set of a 3-wise balanced design on X 
containing a subdesign on B,. We shall construct a new design with 
point set X’ = (Z,x { 0, 1, 2, 3 } ) u B, . Define the embeddings Ai: X + X’, 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, by 
l,(x) = 
txi) if x E 2, 
x if XEB,. 
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The new block set W’ will contain all the embedded blocks n,(B) for each 
i E (0, 1,2,3} and each BE &?,. The other blocks in a’ are all of size 4, and 
contain each triple from X’, except those in n,(X), precisely once. Any triple 
from n,(X) is contained precisely once in an embedded bock l,(B), by the 
3-wise balance of (X, g). Before constructing the remaining blocks we 
define a key ingredient of the construction which we have called a Hanani 
factorization. 
For integers f > s > 1, we define a Hanani factorization HF(2f, 2s) to be 
a four-tuple (D, E, 3, 2) with the following properties 
(1) DE (1, 3, 5, . . . . 2f - l}, (DI =s 
(2) Er (0, 2,4, . . . . 2f -2}, IEl =s 
(3) 9 = {G,, G,, . . . . G,-,} . is a set of partial one-factors of the com- 
plete graph with vertex set Z,. The number of edges in each factor Gi is 
f-s, and the set of vertices covered by Gi is precisely Z,,.\((D LJ E) + 2i), 
for each in (0, 1, 2, . . . . f - l}. 
(4) X = (H,, Hi, . . . . H,- i, Hf, . . . . H/+,+ 2} is a set of one-factors of 
the complete graph with vertex set Z, 
(5) Q u 2 is a partition of the edge set of the complete graph with 
vertex set Z, 
In his paper [6], Hanani constructed HF(2f, 2) for all integers f > 1. 
Hanani’s construction had D = { 1 }, E = {O}. We now give the existence 
theorem for Hanani factorizations. 
THEOREM 6.1. There exists an HF(2f, 2s) for all integers f > s > 1. 
Proof The proof is by direct construction. 
If f is odd, consider the one-factor 
G={[f-i,f+l+i]:i=0,1,2 ,..., (f-1). 
The partial one-factor G, is constructed from G as follows. 
If s is odd then omit the edge with i = (f - 1)/2, and the edges with 
i = (f - 1)/2 kj for j = 1,2, . . . . (s - 1)/2. If s is even omit the edges with 
i=(f-i)/2+Jforj= 1,2,...,.~/2. 
Now let G, = G, + 2k for k = 0, 1, . . . . f - 1. The graph r, covered by 
edges in 9 is cyclic, and it is not difficult to verify that its complement 
satisfies the conditions of Stern and Lenz’s theorem on cyclic graphs [19]. 
This theorem implies the existence of a one-factorization % of T’s comple- 
ment. The sets D and E are the odd and even vertices, respectively, of edges 
omitted from G. 
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If f is even, consider the partial one-factor 
G= f [f-i,f+l+i]:i=O,1,2 ,..., 2-2 
I 
f 
u{Cj, -l-j]:j=O,1,2 ,...) i-1 . 
I 
The partial one-factor G, is formed from G as follows. If s = 1, G, = G. 
If s > 1 and s is odd remove pairs of edges from G with 
i = j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (s - 3)/2. 
If s is even remove the edge with j = f/2 - 1, and pairs of edges with 
i=j=o, 1, . ..) (s- 2)/2. As in the previous case, let Gk = Go + 2k for 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . f - 1. When s is even, the one-factorization Z exists by Stern 
and Lenz’s theorem . When s is odd construct 
H,= f 5+2i, l-;+2i 1 :i=o, 1,2, . ..) f -1 . 
The remaining edges (i.e., those not in Y or H,) form a cyclic graph which 
satislies the conditions of Stern and Lenz’s theorem, and thus the remain- 
ing one-factors in X may be constructed. 
The sets D and E are the odd and even vertices omitted from G together 
with the vertices f/2 and f/2 + 1. 
This completes the construction of Hanani factorizations. 
We return now the quadrupling construction. Let (D, E, ‘S,%) be a 
Hanani factorization HF(2f, 2s), and let D = (d,, d, , d,, . . . . d,- i } and 
E= {e,, e,, . . . . es-,}. 
For each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . s - 1, we construct the following 16 sets of blocks 
in W’. 
{ [ ~0 *iv ~0, b,, ~21: u + b + c E ei (mod 2f ), (a, b, C) E (0, 0,O) (mod 2)) 
{[W2iy~o,b,,~Z]:u+b+cEd~(mod2f),(~,b,~)E(l, 1, l)(mod2)} 
{[Oo,i,uo,b,pc,]:u+b+c~di+l (mod2f),(a,b,c)=(l,O, l)(mod2)} 
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{lIm2i+lr u,,, b,, c2]: a + b + c = ei (mod 2f), (a, b, c) = (1, 1,O) (mod 2)) 
{CcoZi+19 a,,, b,, c,]: a + b + c = di (mod 2f), (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 1) (mod 2)) 
{C032i+17 cc,,b,,c,]:u+b+c~di+1(mod2f),(u,b,c)~(0,1,1)(mod2)} 
{Coo*i+l~ u,,b,,c,]:u+b+c~e,+1(mod2f),(u,b,c)~(1,0,0)(mod2)} 
{C~*;+1, %Y b,, c3]: a + b + c = ei (mod 2f), (a, b, c) = (0, 0,O) (mod 2)) 
{CC02i+lr u,,b,,c,]:u+b+c=di(mod2f),(u,b,c)-(l,l,l)(mod2)} 
{(W2i+ Ir a19 b,,c,]:u+b+c-di+l (mod2f),(u,b,c)~(1,l,O)(mod2)} 
{c~*i+l? a13 b,,c3]:u+b+c-ei+l (mod2f),(u,b,c)-(O,O,l)(mod2)}. 
Note that each of these sets of blocks contains f’ distinct blocks. Every 
3-subset of x’ of the form cojxk y, with k # m, is contained in precisely one 
block. This can be checked methodically by considering the six possibilities 
for {k, m} and the eight possible parities of (j, x, y). 






We now form the following sets of blocks in 99’. 
{C~,,b,,g,,~,l:~~b(mod2),{ g,g}EGC,u+b+2c=O(mod2f)} 
{Cao,b,,g3,g31:afb(mod2), { g, g}EG,,u+b+2c=l (mod2f)j 
{[g,,g,,b2,c3]:b~c(mod2), {g,g}EG,,2u+b+c-O(mod2f)) 
{[g,,g,,b~,c,]:bfc(mod2),{g,g}~G,,2u+b+c~l(mod2f)}. 
Each of these sets of blocks contains 2j-‘(f-s) distinct blocks. 
The 3-subsets of X’ contained in these blocks include those of the forms 
u,b,g, with u+b+g#DuE, anduEb(mod2). 




g,b2c3 with g + b + c $ (D u E), and b = c (mod 2) 
g,b,c,withg+b+c$(DuE)+l,andbfc(mod2). 
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The other 3-subsets of x’ contained in these blocks are those of the form 
gigiujwith {i,j}~{{O,2}{0,3}{1,2}{1,3}},and [g,g]isanedgeinone 
of the partial one factors G, E 9. The next sets of blocks are the following: 








These blocks cover all 3-subsets of X’ of the forms 
u,b, c2 with a f b (mod 2) 
u,b, c3 with a = b (mod 2) 
u,b,c, with b f c (mod 2) 
a, b,c, with b = c (mod 2), 
and also those 3-subsets of the form hi, hi, uj with {i, j} E { {0,2}{0, 3) 
{1,2}{1,3}) and CkQ an edge in one of the one factors H,E .X with 
o<x<f: 
The penultimate group of blocks has the form 
(Chi, hi9 uj, Gjl: {hj} E ({Ov 2}{03 3}{13 2}{1, 3}}, 
[h,h]~H,, [u,a]~H,,f<x<f+s-1). 
To construct the final group of blocks, let Jo, Jr, . . . . J,-,, be a one- 
factorization of the complete graph with vertex set Z,, and the final group 
of blocks is 
([hi, hi, Uj, Cj]: {i,j} E { (09 1}{2,3}}, [h, h] EJ,, 
[U,ti]EJ,,O<X<2f-1). 
These last two sets of blocks cover all remaining 3-subsets of X’, and 
the number of blocks in each set is 4f*(s- 1) and 2f2(2f- 1). The total 
number of blocks constructed is thus 1 6f2s + 8J’(f - S) + 4 .2f 3 + 
4f*(s - 1) + 2f2(2f- l), and an easy counting argument shows that each 
3-subset of x’ is covered precisely once. 
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Note that if the one-factorization J,,, J,, . . . . J,-, contains a sub one- 
factorization on 2r points, and the original design contained a block of 
size 2r on R G Z,, then the new design contains two subdesigns of size 4r 
on R x (0, 1 } and R x {2,3}. Lindner et al. [ 151 have shown that a one- 
factorization on 2f vertices with a sub one-factorization on 2r vertices 
exists if and only if r = f or r < f/2. This observation justifies the remarks 
preceding Theorem 2.9. 
6.3. The Hextupling Constructions 
The constructions described here are all special cases of the general con- 
struction given by Hanani [7, Proposition 91. The basic idea behind the 
constructions is to begin with a threewise balanced design, delete two of its 
points, and “inflate” each of the remaining points x into a group of points 
of size wX, and add n new “infinite” points. The blocks of the initial design 
then determine the structure of the new design in a regular fashion, using 
a small list of design fragments. Our main contribution here is the 
construction of some of these fragments. We have called the constructions 
hextupling, since in each case we use the weight function w, = 6 for all 
points x of the base design, however, we also give an example with w, = 10. 
Finding a general construction for the fragments remains an open problem, 
however the astute reader with some familiarity with the tripling construc- 
tions of [S, 111 will be able to see how these fragments are constructed in 
most cases where w, is even, n is even, and either 
or 
w, E 0 (mod 6), 0 d n < 2w, 
or 
w, = 2 (mod 6), 4<ns4(mod6)62w, 
w, = 4 (mod 6), 8 <n = 2 (mod 6) < 2w,. 
In the cases where w, = 6, the design fragments are sometimes G-designs 
or H-designs, and in general they are somewhere between these two 
extremes. 
We proceed to construct design fragments of types A and B denoted 
DF,4(n) and DFB(n), for n E {2,4,6, 8, 10, 12} with w, = 6. The point set 
of each fragment is (Z, x Z,) u { ooO, 00 r, . . . . co,-, }, and the blocks of 
size 4 are constructed below. 
The essential observations to make about these design fragments are 
that: 
(1) All triples of the form a,, b,, c2 occur precisely once in both the 
A fragment and the B fragment. 
582a/56/2-7 
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(2) All triples of the form co,a]b, with j# k occur precisely once in 
either the A fragment or the B fragment, but not both. Specifically A 
contains all those with i < n, B contains all those with i > n. 
(3) All triples of the form ai(a + d)ib, with i# j, do { 1,2,3) occur 
precisely once in either the A or the B fragment, but not both. Specifically 
n=2,4: A contains d = 2, 3; B contains d = 1. 
n = 6, 8, 10, 12: A contains none; B contains all. 
To simplify the construction we give below a list of some useful one- 
factors of the graph with vertex set 2,. 
F,: co, 11c2,31c4,51 
F,: co, 5m21c3,41 
6: ~0,31c2,41c1,51 
F4: [L 41c0,21c3,51 
F,: CT 51CO,4lCL 31 
~6 co, 31c1,41c2,51. 
DFA(2)( =Design 39 of [7]) 




Cai, bi, Ci+ I 9 di+,]:ieZ3, [a,b]EFe, [c,d]EFs. 
DFB(2)( =Design 40 of [7]) = DFB(4) 
Caj, (a+ lh, bi+l, ci+z]:a+b+cr2i(mod6),ieZ3,a,b,cEZg. 
DFA(4)( =Design l.B of [12]) 
[ai, (a+3b)i+l, (1-2a-3b)i+2, (5-2a-3b)i+,]: 
aeZ6, iEZx, be (0, l} 
Cai, (a + 2)i, (a + 3b)i+ 1, (a+3b+2),+,]:aEZ6, ieZ3, be (0, I} 
[ooj, a,, b,, cz]: a + b + c = k (mod 6), 
a, b, CE&, CL k)E {(O,O)(L 2)(2, 3)(3,4)} 
Cai, bi, ci+ 1, di+,l:iEZs, Ca,blEF6, Cc,dlEFe 
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DFA(6)( gIY(24)) = DFA(8) = DFA( 10) = DFA( 12) 
[coj,a,,b,,c,]:a+b+c=j(mod6),a,b,c,j~Zg 
DFB(6)( EG( 18)) 
Carr (a+l)i,bi+l,C;+Z ]:a+b+c-2i(mod6),iEZ3,a,b,cEZ6 
[ai, bi, c;+ 19 cI~+~]:~EZ,, [u,b]EFk, [c,d]~F~,k~{3,4, 5}. 
DFB(8) 




First two classes of blocks in DFA(4), together with 
[coj,u,,b,,c,]:a+b+c=k(mod6), 
a, b, c E Z6, (j, k) E { (6,0)(7, 2)(8, 3)(9,4)) 
[ui, bi, ci+ 1, di+I]:i~Z3, [a,b]EFk, [c,d]~F~,k~{1,2,6}. 
DFB( 12) 
[coi,u,,b,,c,]:u+b+c~j(mod6),j~{6,7 ,..., 11) 
[lui, bi, Ci+ I 3 di+,]:iEZ,,[u,b]Elrk,[c,d]EFk,kE{1,2,3,4,5}. 
The other ingredients in the hextupling constructions are H(24), H(36) 
(see Hanani [7] or Mills [ 17]), and the following designs with subdesigns. 
LEMMA 6.2. Designs which validate the following assertions exist. 
{12+n,24+n}~S, for n~{2,4,8,10) 
{12+n, 24+n} GG, for ne (6, 12). 
Proof: The twelve designs are easily constructed using the doubling and 
tripling constructions. 
We now describe the hextupling construction. Let (Xu {A, B), g) be an 
S(v) if v = 2 or 4 (mod 6), and let it be a G(v) when o=O (mod 6), with 
both A and B in the same block of size 6. 
We shall construct an S(6(u - 2) + n), respectively G(6(v - 2) + n), when 
n=2,4,8, 10, respectively, n=6, 12. Let Zn={coO, co1 ,..., co,-,}. The 
point set of the new design will be (Z, x X) u Z,. The blocks are con- 
structed as follows. For each block in SY containing both A and B, say 
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(A, II, x, y} or {A, B, x, y, z, t} construct an S(12+ n) or S(24+n) or 
G(12+n) or G(24+n) with a subdesign on Z, and point set 
(2,~ (4 y})uZ, or (Z,x (4 Y,Z, t})uZ,. 
For each block in 9? containing A but not B, say {A, x, y, z}, construct 
DFA(n) on the point set (Z, x (x, y, z}) u Z,,, and similarly use DFB(n) for 
blocks {B, x, y, z} containing B but not A. (Here we use the fact that none 
of these blocks has size 6.) Finally for each block Yin g containing neither 
A or B construct an H(24) or H(36) on Z, x Y, depending on whether 
IYI =4 or 6. 
Note that a subdesign of order w  in the input design, will give rise to a 
subdesign of order 6(w - 2) + n in the output design. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.10. 
Before closing this section we give a further application of Hanani’s 
construction, using weighting factor w, = 10. 
Let F, , F,, . . . . F, be a one-factorization of the cyclic graph with vertex 
set Z,, and edges between vertices of distances 2, 3,4, and 5 (such a 
factorization exists by Stern and Lenz’s theorem). 
Consider now the following design fragments with point set 
(Z,o x Z,) u z,‘l 
DFA( 10, 14) 
[coi,a,,b,,c,]:a+b+c~~(modlO), a, b, c, i E Zlo 
DFB( 10, 14) 
Cai, (a+ l)i, bi+l, Ci+Z ]:a+b+c=4+2i(mod lo), 
a, b, ceZlo, iEZ3 
Coo,, ao, b,, cJ: a+b+cri(mod lo), 
a, b, c E Z,o, ie { 10, 11, 12,13} 
C~i,bi~ci+l,~~+~I:iEZ,, C~,bl~f’k~ [c,d]~Fk,k~(1,2,...,7}. 
There exists an S( 34) with a subsystem of order 14 (since 
34 = 3.14 - 2.4), and DFA( 10, 14) is a generalized H-design with four 
groups of size 10. 
So using the construction given above we obtain the following 
THEOREM 6.3. Zf uES,. then 10(~-2)+14~S,~~~,~~~+,~. 
Since 14 E S4, we deduce that 134 E S,,, and we know of no other 
method to construct an S(134) with a subdesign of order 34. (N.B. See 
Theorem 3.18(b).) 
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7. SETS OF SUBDESIGNS 
Suppose that M is a finite subset of A, (with some elements perhaps 
repeated) and let S, be the set of integers u EA, for which there exist a 
3 - (u, Mu {4}, 1) design, which actually contains at least one block of 
size m, for each m E M. We define G, (for M c AG) and T, (for M c AT) 
in the obvious analogous way. We define s, to be the least integer u,, such 
that if oau, with uEA, then UES,; similarly define g, and tM. Note that 
s,(t, or gM) 2 2m,, where m, is the largest element of M. In fact if u E R,,, 
(for ME AR) then we can obtain the following lower bound: 
If b i, . . . . b, are blocks, the sizes being the elements of M, then, as no two 
blocks meet in more than two points, we have 
2 C m-2 t 
F?lEM (> 2 . 
In fact we shall be considering where the blocks are disjoint and so we 
have the trivial lower bound u 2 c,,,, M m. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 7.1. Let R = G, S, or T. There exist constants ck, cl, c; such 
that ifM is any finite subset of A, then 
In particular we may take ci Q 4t2 for any t E A, such that t > c,, where c, 
is as in Theorem 4.1. 
Proof First note that in the construction in Theorem 2.2 we actually 
have 
2w~R~w,w~ forany WEA,. (*) 
Select t > c,, t E A, with c, as in Theorem 4.1; for each i> 0 define 
Mi = {m E M: 2’- * <m < 2’) and pi = ]Mi]. As 2’t 2 2%, 2 mc, we see that 
2’t E R, for any m E Mi by Theorem 4.1. 
If m and m’ EM, then 2t E RI,.,) c RIrn+,) by (*). Thus the blocks with 
size in MO can be lit into p,, = [ (pco + 1)/2] blocks of size 2t. Now, together 
with the elements of Mi, these can be lit into p,, + pi blocks of size 2t; and 
so, by (*), we lit these into p, = [(pO + p, + 1)/2] blocks of size 22t. We 
continue this process, with each successive Mj, until we have that 2’9 E R,, 
where 2” > Ciao pi 2’. 
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Now, if x 2 2”tc,, where x E AR then x E R,., c R, by Theorem 4.1; and 
so, as we can choose n so that 
2”<2 c pi2’=4 c 1 2”<4 c m, 
i>O i30 maM, m.ZM 
we therefore have 2”tc, < 4t2 C,,, E M m. 
8. OPEN PROBLEMS 
We complete the paper with a set of open problems: 
(1) Prove that y,=2x for all xEA,, where R=G,S or T! 
Evidently (1) is the object of the paper and we list below a number of 
questions, the answers to which will lead us nearer to proving (1) for R = S 
(the case that we are most interested in). 
(2) Show that 2x + 6 ES, for all x E A,. 
Note that if (2) holds and [2x, 4x + 43 n A, c S, then s, = 2x, which is 
easily proved by induction on v > 4x + 6: If u = 0 (mod 4) then v/2 E S, and 
so u E S,,, c S, by Theorem 2.2(b). If v - 2 (mod 4) then (v - 6)/2 E S, and 
so 0 E s,,- 6)/2 = sx by (2). 
Note that if XE S, for all w  E A, with w  < x/2 then 4x - 3we S, by 
Theorem 2.8(b) and 3x - 2w E S, by Theorem 2.7(b). Thus (v = x (mod 6): 
4x > v > 5x/2} c S, and {v = x (mod 4): v $0 (mod 6) and 3x 2 v > 2x) c 
S,; so that we do not yet know whether [2x, 4x + 41 n A, c S,; but we do 
have a significant subset. 
One could also get a similar, strong result if one had 2x + k E S, for all 
x E A, for any k = 6 (mod 12). 
(3) More generally one needs, for each u E A,, a subdesign of order 
w  where w  is within a constant distance from v/2, to obtain a good result. 
For u = 0 (mod 4) we have, from Theorem 2.2(b), v E S,,, ; and for 
v= 10 (mod 12) we have, from Theorem 2.14(a), VE SV12-,. Thus we need 
only concentrate on v E A, with v = 2 (mod 12). 
(4) In Lemma 5.8 we showed that a strong consequence would 
follow from finding n E S, with 3 1 n--6 and 16-4,/i@ w3.35)> 
(n - l)/(o - 1) > &(4 + a)( x 3.13). Good examples of such n and cr are 
GOES,,, 64eS,, 68~&~, 82 E S26, etc. Despite all our constructions, we 
have been unable to find values of n and cr with no S,, 3 j n - CJ and 
3$ > nja > 3. 
In a sense this highlights the problem with all our constructions: In the 
resulting design we always seem to have a damaging congruence condition. 
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For example, look at Theorem 2.12: If x= (n- l)(v- w)+ w  and 
z=(k-l)(v-w)+w we have x-z=(n-k)(u--w) and so, unless k or 
w= 1, we obtain a design that has x-z (mod 4). Similarly in 
Theorems 2.2(d), (e), (f), and 2.3, Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 2.7. In 
Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 we have XEZ (mod 6), in Theorem 2.10 and 
Corollary 2.11 x E z (mod 12) in the resulting designs. In Theorems 2.2 and 
2.4 the constructions only have one parameter which certainly limits their 
applicability. Theorem 2.9 is really the only construction that avoids this 
problem. 
(5) From the comments above we should like to have more con- 
structions that give u E R, with v z w  + 2 (mod 4). A good example of this 
is 3v-JET,. 
(6) Other “small” subdesign problems that we are unable to deter- 
mine include 18 E Ts; 32, 38 E Slo; and the exceptional values in the 
lemmata of Section 3. 
(7) We should like to “cross out” the condition u = +w (mod 3) in 
the statement of Theorem 2.7(a) (and consequently Theorem 2.12(a)). This 
shall be done for 2 of the 4 cases in a future paper. 
Moving on to the more general question considered in the previous 
section we ask: 
(8) Can one state a similar theorem to Theorem 7.1, with arbitrary 
block sizes, rather than just with elements of A,? (Obviously satisfying 
certain trivial necessary conditions). 
(9) For an arbitrary subset M of A,, give a better lower bound for 
rM than max{2m,, Cm-2(i)}. 
Two interesting examples in this context are when M1 consists of 7 sixes, 
where we are able to show that 14~ TM,, and we conjecture that 
14 < t&j, \ ~28; and when M, consists of 30 tens where we can show 
that 50 E S,, , and we conjecture that 50 d s,,,~ < 100. It is easy to show that 
t,, > 12, but we have no proof that sMl > 48. 
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